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Visit the help section or contact us The image is not available forColor: The stock market may crash, but I have my flint box! Point by: Jonathan Yeomans Chipped in with Obsidian, Jonathan says it's a point he knapped with our tools and a piece of Obsidian had a lot of cracks to work with. Great point! We met Jonathan
and his father at an artifact show in Dothan AL. probably more than 20 years ago. Thank you for uploading your photo. If you have a point you want me to feature here on the homepage, let me know!       We are here to help you! Start chipping today with our custom toolkits, help articles, DVDs, books and all things
knapping. We #1 in service, quality and price with the fastest shipping time to get you knapping NOW! We have developed this site to help knappers of all skill levels by providing them with top quality knapping tools, Ishi sticks, Moose antler bites, diamond snobs, diamond grinding bits, diamond files, abraders, leather
pads, copper nails, sets, instructional books, DVDs and flintknapping materials just to mention a few. We have some articles with helpful tips as well as knapping terminology, platform building, problem solving and an in-depth look at tool definition &amp; usage, event auctions and much more!
                                                                     mark@flintknappingtools.com Need help choosing a kit?                         Go back to top of this page I'm often asked a question; What tools do I need? The easiest way to answer this question is to group the tools into four basic categories and break them down into what your
personal tool requirements and personal budget are.         Here are four groups: 1. You need something abrasive to grind the edge of the flint to prepare the platform for impact.  2. Yours will need something to hit the rock, that's what knappers call a bite.   3. The tool will be needed for detailed pressure flaking, this tool is
for creating platforms, ready edge work and incision.  4. Finally, a hand pad will be needed to protect yourself when using an Ishi stick or pressure flake.        Books and movies: I want to emphasize media teaching before we get into the tools. The cost of books and DVDs will quickly pay off in flint, time and deed. Having
a video means having a knapper expert at your disposal at any time of the day or night. The DVD won't wear out and the knapper in the movie will never complain when you go perform the same hit 30 times in a row. The book will help you understand terms, angles, stategies and much more. These two things are
fundamental! Our goal is to help you learn, develop and enjoy knapping. I still have a fresh memory in my as I fought because I did not have good tools or anyone to watch. Now it's different! The cat is out of the bag! Almost all flintknapping tools belong to these four groups. Abrasives, bites, pressure flakes, pillows and
other protective devices. All sets have these four basic tools in different degrees. You just have to choose what suits you best. Factors to consider are: 1. Will you hunt your own rock? 2. What size pieces will you work with? The answer to these questions may determine the array of bites that you will need. Now let's look
at each group of tools and explain them a little. Abrasives: As the knapping process moves forward towards the finished piece, the edge becomes thinner and more delicate. Abrasives should be reduced accordingly. For roughing preform, coarse 30 is used. For finishing, on average, 60 granularity becomes more
suitable. Finally, for special details, 120 fine abrader granularity can become very useful. Our abraders only have the right bond to throw old gravel to keep fresh sharp gravel. Consistency is then achieved with predictable results throughout the thinning process. Bites: There are 5 main varieties of this tool. These types of
bites discussed in this article can be found on the bite page. The larger the set, the greater the variety of sizes. Why? Flintknapping begins in the quarry, where (in some cases) a large rock is divided into large petals called spalls (see knapping article terms). Depending on the size of the spalls, (some may be a few
pounds) large heavier bites are needed to shape thin and simply reduce these larger spalls. Using a bite that is too small for a task will dent &amp; damage the tool and probably won't bring satisfactory thinning of the petals. So the simple rule is: the bigger the rock, the bigger the bite. Therefore, larger sets have a wider
choice of sizes. Pressure flakes: They are used to imprint petals only by pressure and are not intended for intermediate drums. What to choose? Ishi Sticks or Smaller Petals or AKA Notchers. Here are some thoughts to advise on your choice. It's about personal preferences. Most knappers already use Ishi Sticks for
shorter pressure flakers because of the ishi stick life is generated mainly from the leg muscles rather than just the arm and wrists, as is the case with shorter 6 flakers. Why choose our tools? All our pressure flakes have an adjustable copper nail tip. They are double screwed for added peace and durability. Twist-Lock
style petals do not have a screw, they adapt without tools. Adjustments are made by simply twisting the tightening body or loosening the bushing. is (part #KN109; for Twist-Locks) that can be easily extended to extend Tools for petals (Ishi or notcher) will be a tool used for incision, edge work and most importantly, for the
construction of the platform. This gives you the accuracy you need to create good quality striking platforms – that's the heart of a good knapping technique. The difference between a notcher and a 20 long Ishi stick is the power and control that can be generated with a longer Ishi stick. Flex in 3/4 dia. Ishi gives an
additional spring effect, helping to carry energy through the process of detachment of flakes as a result of longer, cleaner petals. All of our 20's Ishi sticks have an Allen Key tool built directly into the handle for convenience and storage. Great new feature! Read more about ishi sticks here. Pads: There are hand washers
and leg pads. Hand washers are designed to protect your hands only during the pressure flaking process. Multiple types are available. I prefer a simple leather hand pad. The better advanced artists prefer grooved rubber pads. Fancy petals over grinders almost all use an incision or grooved pad. It is an advantage of
grooved washers, because they allow you to disconnect the petal in the open air. For some reason, it helps to keep the petal from creating a small nail-type step-by-step fracture. Leg pads are needed to save pants and legs from cuts and can help reduce bruises if doing hard work. I almost always have a leg pad in an
active position during knapping. Some knappers do all their drum work on the leg pad. I tend to keep the preform in my hand suspended and swing at it there. Once again personal preferences. Safety goggles, gloves and other items are a must for an expert and a novice knapper. In conclusion, there are many variations
of tools and they all work. It's just a matter of finding the one that works best for you. Kits are a compilation of the tools that were most popular for most knappers. Experiment, remember the cause and effect, have fun, stay out of trouble, be careful, feed your dog, grind before hitting, buy a box of Band-Aids, stay calm,
stop reading this and go chip one! Go back to top of this Florida Hillsboro-type shredded site from Agatized Coral. Point by: Mark Bracken Introductory Kit for Drums and Tinder Pressure Knapping, which includes all the necessary tools and enough rock to get started. Introductory kit for drums and pressure tinder, which
includes all the necessary tools and enough rock to get started. Set includes: Medium 1 inch Copper Bopper Billet Copper Tipped Wood Pressure Flaker Silicon Carbide Hand Abrader Medium Rubber Leg Pad 2 lbs Select Flintknapping Stone (Mix may include Novaculite, Keokuk, Dacite and/or Obsidian) 12-page Basic
Instructional Brochure The bopper bite included in this set includes a lead core that provides a comfortable weight forward strike strike soft impact. The kit comes in a white box with labeled cards. Great gift item! * Flint knapping involves sharp stone flakes and is not for all ages. Please gift responsibly * General
information about Flintknapping Flintknapping, or lithic reduction includes the use of a hard hammer percusor, such as hammerstone, soft billet hammer (made of wood, bone or antler), or wood or antler punch to disconnect lithic petals from a lump of tool stone called a lithic core. Since the petals are detached in order,
the original mass of the stone is reduced; hence the deadline for this process. Flintknapping can be performed to obtain sharp petals on which various tools can be made, or rough empty space for later sophistication at the point of a projectile, knife or other object. Petals of regular size, which are at least twice as long
because they are wide, are called blades. The lithium tools produced in this way can be two-face (flaking on both sides) or single-face (showing flaking on one side only). Drum reduction Drum reduction, or flaking of drums, refers to the removal of petals by hitting a core or other objective element, such as a partially
formed tool, hammer or drummer. Drums are traditionally either pavement or gravel, often referred to as hammerstone, or billet made of bone, antler, or wood. Often the petals are struck from the core with a punch, in which case the drummer never contacts the objective piece. This technique is referred to as intermediate
drums. Soft-hammer drums soft-hammer drums involves using a bite, usually made of wood, bone, antler, or metal (modern) as a drummer. Flakes produced in this way are generally smaller and thinner than the petals produced by flaking with a hard hammer (hammer); Thus, soft-hammer flaking is often used after a
hard hammer flaking in a lithic reduction sequence for finer work. Pressure flaking Pressure flaking is a method of trimming the edges of a stone tool by removing small, fine petals by pressing the stone with a sharp tool rather than hitting it with a drum. This method, which often uses punches made of bone or antler teeth
(or, among modern hobbyists, copper punches or even nails), provides a greater way to control the direction and amount of force used than using even the most careful percussion flaking. Copper retouching to facilitate this process was widely used in the early Bronze Age and can therefore be associated with bead
culture in north-western Europe. The use of pressure flaking facilitated early production of sharper and more Tools. Pressure flaking also gave tool makers the ability to create a tool in which an objective element can be more securely associated with a weapon or tool's chna and increase the usability of the object. An
archaeological discovery in 2010 in Cave, South Africa, places the use of pressure flaking by early humans for stone tools back to 73,000 AU, 55,000 years earlier than previously accepted. The previously adopted date, no more than 20,000 years ago, was based on the earliest evidence available previously available,
which came from the findings of the Culture of the Upper Paleolithic Solutrean in France and Spain. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia encyclopedia
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